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Wayne Dalton Amps Up Model 882 and 883 ADV-Xtreme Doors with
Expanded Performance and Fabric Options
Model 882 and 883 ADV-Xtreme high speed fabric doors are more durable than ever, ideal for
manufacturing, warehouse and distribution facilities
May 17, 2021 - Wayne Dalton®, a leading manufacturer of residential and commercial door
solutions, has introduced new offerings for Model 882 and 883 ADV-Xtreme doors to provide
consumers with extended upgrade and design options that can suit a wider variety of
applications. Model 882 ADV-Xtreme now offers an alternative sloped hood and non-drive end
cover option that can satisfy exterior applications. The exterior high-speed, high-performance
fabric Model 883 ADV-Xtreme has been upgraded to provide an enhanced wind load, higher
speed, can accommodate larger sizes broadening the reach of this product solution.
“As we continue to create innovative, technologically savvy advancements for our
commercial ADV-Xtreme doors, we want to make sure we’re integrating those upgrades across
our entire product lines wherever we can,” Jennifer Castro, Senior Product Manager. “Keeping
our customer and installer needs top of mind, these enhancements were designed for improved
interaction and to widen our offerings to more applications than ever before.”
Prior to the upgraded fabric option, Model 882 ADV-Xtreme was only suitable for
interior applications. Now, the door can accommodate exterior use and features a strutted design
that allows for quick section replacement while reducing curtain deflection under pressure and
minimal interruption for maintenance, along with a patent-pending breakaway system design
with impact detection and push button self-repair.
These offerings provide customers and installers with new safety and security
enhancements including wind load options available to withstand pressure up to +19.5 psf, an

increase in the maximum width and height to 20 feet, a new guide and headplate geometry and
an increase in speed. In addition, Model 883 ADV-Xtreme offers a standard hood that blocks
moisture and debris from impeding door operation, a direct-mounted gear drive to minimize
wear and tear, a patent-pending breakaway tab to provide impact protection while raising the
door and more.
Both models still feature all of the same benefits of the ADV-Xtreme product platform
such as the Wayne Dalton five-year limited warranty, universal handling, quick installation,
flexible controls and LED compatibility. Ideal applications include high cycle or high traffic
areas such as public and government buildings, parking garages, auto dealerships, warehouses,
industrial manufacturing facilities, shipping and receiving docks, food/beverage facilities,
airports and hospitals.
For more information, visit wayne-dalton.com.
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About Wayne Dalton
Wayne Dalton, a division of Overhead Door Corporation, is a world-class designer and
manufacturer of residential and commercial garage doors. Wayne Dalton is known as a proactive
business partner for its dealers, providing a wide breadth of innovative, easy-to-install products
and smart sales tools to help grow their business. For consumers, Wayne Dalton simplifies the
purchase process by providing a full range of doors and styles through conveniently located
dealers. For more information, visit wayne-dalton.com

